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Abstract

In recent years, several techniques have been proposed to simu-
late the physical behavior of fluids and objects. A noticeable trend
in particle-based simulation frameworks is to unify the simulation
of different kinds of materials, in order to simplify interactions and
phase changes. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), is often
used to solve the necessary equations. While the resulting systems
can simulate interactions between different kinds of materials and
simulate some phase changes, they lack the freedom to model and
simulate more complex animations. In this paper, we propose an
architecture for such a unified framework, providing not only the
means to integrate multiple material simulations, but also ways to
continuously fade between materials and freely combine materials.
This allows the animator, within a single framework, to model com-
plex animations based on physical building blocks, ranging from
physically plausible phase changes such as melting wax to the fic-
tional dynamics of paint-based clothing.
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Abstract

In recent years, several techniques have been proposed to simulate the phys-
ical behavior of fluids and objects. A noticeable trend in particle-based simula-
tion frameworks is to unify the simulation of different kinds of materials, in order
to simplify interactions and phase changes. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH), is often used to solve the necessary equations. Whilethe resulting sys-
tems can simulate interactions between different kinds of materials and simulate
some phase changes, they lack the freedom to model and simulate more complex
animations. In this paper, we propose an architecture for such a unified frame-
work, providing not only the means to integrate multiple material simulations, but
also ways to continuously fade between materials and freelycombine materials.
This allows the animator, within a single framework, to model complex anima-
tions based on physical building blocks, ranging from physically plausible phase
changes such as melting wax to the fictional dynamics of paint-based clothing.

1 Introduction

In the last two decades, many techniques have been developedto simulate the physical
behavior of fluids and objects in computer graphics. Eulerian fluid models were intro-
duced by Foster and Metaxas [7–9] and Stam [24], while Lagrangian methods became
popular with the work of Desbrun and Cani [6] and were appliedto fluids by Müller
et al. [17]. Later, researchers also started to focus on the interaction between different
fluids [20] and the interaction between fluids and rigid objects [2,3,5,11], deformable
objects [4,13,19,23], or granular materials [14,21].

In recent years, several authors have proposed particle-based frameworks unifying sim-
ulation algorithms for fluids, rigids and elastic bodies [11–13, 22, 23]. The main idea
consists of using the same solver, usually Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH),
to compute the necessary equations. Because of this, performance is often increased
since similar parts of the solvers can be grouped. More importantly, interactions and
phase changes are now much easier to simulate since computations are done on the
same simulation elements, i.e. particles.

Although simulation tools can produce realistic or plausible animations, the animator
loses much control over the desired flow or shapes in the animation. Allowing the ani-
mator control over the resulting animation is therefore a necessity in order to integrate
fluid animations in longer animated projects. We refer to Thuerey et al. [25], who in-
troduced the concept of control particles, for a good overview on methods to shape the
flow field of simulations.
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The phase changes in existing unified frameworks interpolate between elastic or rigid
materials and fluids for melting and solidification. Howeverthey are often hard-coded
in the simulator and thus limit the possibilities or extensions to other transitions be-
tween materials.

The goal of this paper is to take the unified and physics-basedparticle frameworks a
step further in order to be able to produce attractive visualeffects such as characters
arising from water, freezing and falling apart, or turning into sand or dust. Such visual
effects are currently not possible within a single simulation system, but need a pipeline
consisting of several simulation and animation packages.

We want to extend existing unified SPH frameworks to be able tohandle continuous
changes in physical properties and forces applied on the particles to go beyond their
current capabilities for interactions and phase changes. Being able to transition from
one material to another, or combining several materials andforces, together with a
control system, provides additional freedom for the animator. Therefore, we propose
a general system architecture for a unifying SPH framework where the main idea is
to separate particles from the applied forces. Based on physical building blocks, this
system provides mechanisms to interpolate the behavior of fluids and objects to easily
create animations featuring both physical plausible simulations and special effects.

2 Physics Models

Particle-based frameworks have been used to simulate fluids, rigid and elastic bodies,
sand volumes and more. In such a particle setting, objects and volumes are represented
by discrete particles, which are point samples describing the material. Properties such
as particle massm, densityρ or viscosityµ are added to each particle. The simulation
is then performed on these particles, advecting them along with the flow of the fluid or
the movements of the object.

We use a general Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) framework for the sim-
ulation of fluids, rigid and elastic bodies and granular volumes. SPH uses radially
symmetric weighting kernelsW to interpolate particle propertiesA(xj) at positionsx:

A(x) =
∑

j

mj

ρj
A(xj)W (x− xj , h), (1)

whereh is the smoothing length or support range of the kernel. We usethe kernels
presented in [17]. The first and second derivatives ofA(x) can be computed using the
derivatives∇W and∇2W in Equation 1. For a good overview on SPH we refer the
reader to the work of Monaghan [16].

Since this work focuses on an architecture for particle animations, in the next para-
graphs we only provide a short overview together with appropriate references of the
simulation of each of the used models for sake of completeness.

Fluid Simulation Fluid flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations of which
the one conserving fluid momentum is of importance in a particle setting:ρDv/Dt =
−∇P + µ∇2v + ρg. Here,v is the fluid velocity,P is the fluid pressure andg is
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the gravitational acceleration. We solve the pressure density force∇P and viscosity
density forceµ∇2v using the derivatives of Equation 1 similar to [1].

Rigid Simulation Rigid bodies can be simulated by accumulating the individual par-
ticle forces to a total force and torque, which are applied tothe body hereby restricting
its dynamics to rigid motion [10].

Elastic Simulation Deformable bodies are simulated as in [23], where each particle
stores distance vectors to its neighboring particles in rest. Displacements from this
reference neighborhood can be translated into a strainǫ using Hooke’s law,σ = Cǫ.
The resulting stressσ is then applied as elastic forces to the neighboring particles.
A simplification of this method, where the orientation of thereference neighbors is
discarded, is used to simulate cloth [13].

Sand Simulation Granular volumes such as sand are simulated using the particle-
based sand-as-a-fluid approach [14,27]. Here, the volume issplit into regions of shear-
ing flow and regions moving rigidly. Particles in rigid regions are simulated as for
rigid body simulations (see earlier paragraph), whereas friction forces are applied to
particles in regions of shearing flow.

One of the benefits of solving these models in a unified SPH system is that common
parts only have to be performed once and similar parts can be grouped together hereby
boosting the overall performance. This is just a matter of comparing the necessary
passes over the particles. However, instead of only restructuring the way the forces are
computed (i.e. grouping similar parts of the solvers), we also propose to restructure the
way the forces are applied to provide mechanisms for combining forces and transitions
between forces.

3 Architecture

As described in section 2, particles are actually points in space with certain properties
describing the volume of the simulated fluid or object. During the simulation, particular
forces are applied on the points. The main idea of this simulation architecture is to
make an explicit separation between particles (points) andtheir properties and applied
forces.

3.1 Behaviors

We describe forces acting on particles inbehaviors. Each behavior has its own set
of properties defining the characteristics of the force the simulator should apply to
the particles. Gravitation is a simple example of such a behavior, where the constant
gravitational accelerationg is a property. Other forces, such as wind, explosions or
control forces can also be described as a behavior.

We implemented the physics models and their parameters fromthe previous section
as behaviors in our system. For example, an elasticity behavior has properties such as
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Fluid

- Speed of sound
- Viscosity
- Surface tension

Elastic

- Young's modulus
- Poisson's ratio
- Elastic limit
- Plastic limit
- Damping

Control

- Attraction strength
- Velocity influence
- Support range

Figure 1: Forces on particles, such as fluid or elastic forces, are described in behav-
iors, each having a number of properties characterizing the force the simulator should
apply.

Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and damping, which are needed to solve Hooke’s law
(see Figure 1).

Instead of applying just one behavior to a set of particles, the user is free to apply sev-
eral behaviors (Figure 2). We use the animation time line to define multiple behaviors.
For example, a fluid behavior together with gravity and control behaviors. Other di-
mensions such as temperature or pressure can also be used. This means behaviors can
be assigned to the whole particle volume (see for example Figure 5) or even per particle
(see for example Figure 6).

Behaviors can be combined using keyframes (Figure 2). Each keyframe has an associ-
ated weight varying from0 to 1 for the corresponding behavior. This allows the user to
model various transitions and combinations of behaviors.

For each time step, the system combines the properties of thebehaviors to one set of
properties for each particle. Multiple occurrences of the same property are weighted
according to the interpolated behaviors. The ratios of the active behaviors are also
stored in each particle and updated in each time step for use in the simulator.

The simulator processes the particles and applies the behavior forces in the ratios as de-
fined by the keyframe weights. Including the behavior weightin the force computations
can sometimes enrich transitions between behaviors. For example, sand computations
can use the weight to control the amount of shearing sand flow versus rigidity.

Defining behaviors for a certain object or fluid volume can be done in a graphical user
interface similar to audio and video editors. The user selects and drags the desired
behaviors on a time line having multiple tracks as in Figure 2or a combined track as in
Figure 4. They can adjust the default behavior properties, then set the keyframes and
transitions and finally activate the simulator.

3.2 Forces

To accommodate the introduced behavior weighting scheme, afew changes have to be
made to the classical SPH simulation algorithm.

Before an actual simulation step can be performed the current state of particle proper-
ties must be computed for each particle to know its properties and behavior weights.
Then, an SPH fluid solver typically requires two passes over the particles; one to com-
pute the density for each particle and one to compute forces between particles and
advect the particles with the flow. When incorporating rigid, elastic or sand solvers,
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particle
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Figure 2: The general flow of the architecture. The user can define several behaviors
(i.e. gravity, material forces, ...) on the animation time line using keyframes. In each
time step the active behaviors are evaluated and the resulting properties are stored in
the particles. Behavior forces are applied to each particleusing the weights defined on
the animation time line.

For each neighboring p:

Pressure Force

Viscosity Force

Surface Tension

Interface Tension

Temperature Diffusion

Displacement Gradient

Stress/Strain

For each neighboring p:

Friction Force

Elastic Force

For each p in cluster:

Inertia

Total Force/Torque

For each p in cluster:

Rigid Force

Fluid Elastic Cloth Sand Rigid All

For each p:

Gravity

A

B

C

Figure 3: The force computations structured by the type of operation on the particles
p; (a) Forces acting on single particles, (b) forces acting between neighboring particles
and (c) forces acting on a cluster of particles.
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Figure 4: A galloping horse animation guides a simulation seamlesslyfading between
sand, water and honey. The keyframes defining the transitions between the three be-
haviors are visualized on the animation time line below.

the last pass is usually split into two or three passes. For example, to enforce rigid
body motion, particle forces need to be computed and accumulated first in order to
know the total force and torque on the particle volume.

Our simulation system is basically one unified SPH solver consisting of three parts;
first thestatepart responsible for computing variable properties such asdensities and
pressures, second theforcecomputation part and finally theupdatepart responsible for
moving the particles along the velocity field.

In general, we see three types of force computations on particles (Figure 3). While
some forces act on single particles, e.g. gravity, others are applied between neighbor-
ing particles (e.g. elasticity) or on a cluster of particles(e.g. rigidity). The idea is to
divide the force computations into parts of the aforementioned types. Behavior forces
requiring several passes over the particles can be split into subparts. This way, a plug-in
architecture arises, making the integration of future behavior forces fairly easy. Fig-
ure 3 provides a high level overview of the force computations needed to simulate the
physics models (behaviors) discussed in Section 2. The different force computations
are grouped into the three types of forces, requiring five passes over the particles. Of
course, only the forces of active behaviors are actually computed.

3.3 Transitions and Combinations

We used a linear interpolation scheme to determine the behavior properties and weights,
but any other interpolation scheme can be used.

Our framework generalizes transitions and lets the animator decide the behavior of the
transition. Using a combination of behaviors the desired transition can be modeled.
For example, transitioning from or to elastic is done instantaneously by discarding or
storing the reference neighborhood, but a highly viscous fluid can be used to provide
the illusion of a continuous transition. Likewise, making afluid rigid, can be done
instantaneous, or via a viscous fluid or an elastic material.

As an example of non-physics based forces, we implemented the concept of control
particles, presented by Thuerey et al. [25], as a behavior. Particles with control behav-
ior will attract neighboring particles and move them along.However, in [25] the control
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Figure 5: Three fluids with different densities are layered in equilibrium. When we
change the density of the bottom and top fluids, Rayleigh-Taylor instability is shown
and the two fluids switch places.

particles did not take up physical volume. As noted earlier,including the weights in
the behavior force computations can be beneficial. We use thebehavior weights to ex-
clude certain particle interactions as a way of dealing withcontrol particles. Typically,
control particles are samples from an animation (see for example Figure 4). However,
by combining a control behavior with another behavior, suchas cloth (Figure 8), we
can perform both simulations at the same time instead of using a pipeline consisting of
several simulation tools.

4 Results

We modeled a set of animations illustrating the potential ofour framework (see also
the accompanying video). While some of these animations maybe possible within
existing frameworks, our system allows them to be simulatedin one framework with
much more control for the animator.

In Figure 4 a galloping horse animation guides a simulation using control particles.
During the animation the simulated volume seamlessly fadesfrom sand to water and
from water to honey. Notice the flow differences for each of the substances. While
water nicely follows the horse movements, the highly viscous honey and the friction
in the sand try to resist the flow. Approximately 170,000 particles were processed
simulating sand, water and honey, taking1.5s for each time step or70s per animation
frame on a 3.0GHz 8-core computer.

To illustrate changing particle properties over time, we modeled three fluids with dif-
ferent densities put on top of each other (see Figure 5). Oncethe fluids come to rest, we
gradually change the density of the top and bottom fluids and both fluids switch places.
The simulation was performed on260, 000 particles taking approximately 4 minutes
per animation frame on a 2.66GHz quad-core computer.

Animating the transition from a fluid to an elastic body is performed in Figure 7. A
red fluid is poured into the shape of a ducky. Once the shape is completely filled the
fluid hardens and is dropped in the water container below. There, the less dense ducky
floats on the water until we change it back to fluid. The simulation consists of 230,000
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Figure 6: A burning candle simulation showing melting and re-solidifying of wax. The
particle’s temperature is used to fade between the elastic and liquid regime.

particles, taking on average40s to compute one animation frame or0.60s for each time
step on an 3.0GHz 8-core computer.

Figure 6 is an example of using other dimensions than time to define keyframes for
behaviors. We modeled a burning candle showing melting and re-solidifying of wax.
This example applies the capabilities of the proposed architecture in a more realistic
setting. The particle’s temperature controls the transition from elastic material to fluid
(melting) and back (re-solidifying). Compared to other unified SPH frameworks, such
as [22], which also uses an interpolation between elastic and fluid for melting, our
behavior scheme allows the animator to model the precise transitions in a graphical
user interface instead of hard-coding the interpolation. Spatially varying properties
is one of the advantages of particle-based approaches and the concept of behaviors
further expands this to spatially varying forces. The candle consists of 20,000 particles
requiring0.15s per time step on a 2.66GHz quad-core computer.

As discussed in Section 3.1, control particles can be steered by a simulation instead of
a predefined animation sequence. In Figure 8 a character performs a dance wearing
a dress made of red paint. We use the cloth simulator to provide the dynamics of
control particles which sample the dress. Extra fluid is emitted over the entire surface
of the dress to keep the dress sampled with fluid despite the splashes and gravity. The
simulation started with approximately 18,000 cloth/control particles and 18,000 fluid
particles. By the end of the animation 100,000 additional fluid particles were created.

An overview of the particle numbers and timings of the discussed simulations is given
in Table 1. Figure 5 required more than twice the simulation time compared to the
other simulations because we used a smaller time step to keepthe large density differ-
ences stable. The existing horse animation (Figure 4) consisted of approximately 6,000
control particles for each animation frame. This required additional nearest neighbor
queries with double support ranges to shape the flow, which explains the longer simu-
lation times. Overall, we did not notice any significant slowdown in simulation times
compared to the framework without the introduced behavior scheme.
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Figure 7: A red liquid is poured into the shape of a duck, which then hardens to an
elastic material and falls down into a container of water.

Simulation Particles Step (s) Frame (s) CPU (GHz)
Densities 260,000 0.70 240 4x2.66
Ducky 230,000 0.60 40 8x3.0
Horse 170,000 1.50 70 8x3.0
Candle 20,000 0.15 27 4x2.66
Dress 136,000 0.49 35 4x2.66

Table 1: An overview of timing statistics for the presented simulations. Average timings
are given per time step and per animation frame.
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Figure 8: A dancing woman wearing a dress made of red paint. The paint splashes as
the dress sweeps around. Simultaneously simulating cloth dynamics and fluid flow is
possible by combining control forces and elastic forces.
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5 Discussion

We chose to work with an SPH framework unifying the solvers for fluids, rigid and
elastic bodies, cloth and sand. This may not be the best framework to simulate certain
materials. For example, a better choice to simulate elasticity are Moving Least Squares
techniques [18] which are rotation invariant. As long as theunderlying simulation
elements are particles integration in the simulation system should be straightforward.
As illustrated by Figure 3 in Section 3.2 similar parts can befound and integrated,
which also benefits performance. Our architecture introduces some extra work since
particle properties have to be computed from the key-framedbehaviors in each time
step, but this is only a marginal cost compared to the nearestneighbor queries and
force computations needed for an SPH solver.

The behavior weighting scheme provides freedom to apply forces and transitions be-
tween materials. However, it could be expanded by introducing separate weights or
interpolation schemes per property to provide more detailed options.

Providing modeling freedom for the end user by letting them control parameters di-
rectly comes with the risk of creating unstable simulations. We propose to limit the
parameter ranges and to use an adaptive time step monitoringthe forces acting on the
particles as in [1] to keep behaviors stable.

Surface meshes were extracted using the color field presented in [23] and the march-
ing cubes algorithm [15]. Often, a high resolution mesh is animated by sampling the
volume with particles and matching the mesh to the particle’s displacements [18]. For
large deformations, such as transitions to fluids, the deformed mesh should comply
with topology changes of the underlying particle model, such as merging and splitting,
which is not trivial. In our experiments, we found a simple blend between the two
meshes during rendering to suffice. However, a better solution was recently presented
by [26].

Though the presented animations were modeled using an OpenGL preview window and
a basic graphical user interface to define behaviors and keyframes, this did not withhold
us to show various special effects. This means the possibilities when integrated into a
proper animation modeling package could be endless.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a general architecture for unifying SPH frameworks featuring an
efficient plug-in structure for force computations. The main idea of the architecture
is separating particles from the applied forces using behaviors which can easily be
key-framed. The result is an animation system based on physical and non physical
components where various forces can be combined and transitions between materials
and forces can be modeled. We showed animations showing physically plausible melt-
ing and solidifying behavior, but also fictional transitions from sand to water or fluids
behaving as cloth.
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